Abstract
Introduction
An ATNI network can transport a wide variety of information such as data, audio, and video. Different types of user traffic have different requirements on bandwidth, loss ratio, and delay, which are characterized by a set of traffic parameters. Based on these traffic parameters, the ATM network sets up a connection (or VC-Virtual Circuit) from the source to the destination. A connection runs through a series of intermediate switch nodes, where it shares link bandwidth and buffer space with other connections. Thus, the traffic rate flowing through a switch depends on the number of connections and the source rates of these connections. To achieve high bandwidth utilization in the face of bursty traffic, the connections sharing the same However, if all of these connections become active simultaneously, or some connections increase their rates unlimitedly, queues build up at bottle-necked switches. Eventually, the buffer capacity is exceeded and cells are dropped, resulting in low throughput, a large delay, and even network blockage. To prevent a network from falling into this kind of congestion, an efficient flow-control scheme is required.
Available Bit Rate (ABR) service, which is suitable for various data communications, can maximize network bandwidth utilization and avoid congestion. In ABR service, there is no strictly-specified contract between the network and a client that describes the traffic behavior and the expected quality of service. Rather, the network is expected to provide each client with a fair share of available bandwidth dynamically; so ABR is a best-effort service. After allocating a certain bandwidth to high-priority traffic, such as Constant Bit Rate (CBR) connections, the network divides the remaining bandwidth among ABR connections. The client should also adjust his transmission rate based on the feedback on network congestion. So, ABR service requires a closed-loop congestion-control scheme, dynamically regulating the cell-transmission rate of each source according to congestion status.
A number of flow-control schemes have been proposed for ABR service. Among these, both credit [l] and rate [2, 3] schemes have received most attention [4] . The credit scheme guarantees lossless transmission by applying direct control over buffer space for each connection in a hop-by-hop manner. However, the credit scheme cannot make a bandwidth guarantee for each connection since it is window-type flow control and does not regulate the traffic flow rate [5] . Moreover, the credit scheme attempts to keep the buffer full to achieve high utilization. This may result in unbounded endto-end delays and large delay variations. In contrast, the rate scheme provides a bandwidth guarantee and a bounded delay to each connection by exercising direct control over the link bandwidth allocated to each connection in an end-to-end fashion. But the buffer requirement for the rate scheme is very large and increases with feedback delay, the number of active connections, and the initial rate 6-91, This makes the buffer design feedback delay and the number of active connections over a given link are not known a priori.
The aforementioned problems with the credit and rate schemes stem from the fact that neither scheme exerts direct control over both link bandwidth and buffer space. In this paper, we propose an integrated flowcontrol scheme that applies direct control over both link bandwidth and buffer space, to achieve the following goals:
0 Lossless transmission for given finite buffer capacity, 0 Optimal rate control to maximize average throughBounded end-to-end delay, 0 Fair bandwidth share guaranteed among competing connections, 0 Maximum network utilization. Using the first-order fluid approximation method[2, 101, we model the proposed scheme and analyze the system's dynamic behavior for ABR service under the most stringent traffic condition. In previous performance analyses, the maximum queue length Qmax was treated as a free parameter under the unrealistic assumption of infinite buffer capacity [2, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . In contrast, we assume the buffer capacity Cmax is finite and use Qmaz < C m a x as a constraint to find the optimal rate-control function. We derive closed-form expressions to evaluate the scheme's performance and compute the evolutions of rate and queue functions for transient and equilibrium states. From the analysis, we identify the optimal control pattern/state and conclude that just exercising increase/decrease rate control cannot have the system converge to the optimal control state (specified by bandwidth and buffer allocations). A higher-order rate control is applied over the rate-increase parameter with an exponential decreasing rule. Applying a twodimensional rate control in the transient state analysis shows that the system rapidly converges to the designated optimal operating regime. This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we compare the rate and credit schemes, and identify the problems with them. Section 3 presents our proposed scheme to solve these problems. Section 4 deals with the system model and the control model for the proposed scheme. In Section 5, we derive analytical solutions for both transient and equilibrium states and evaluate the scheme's performance for the single-connection case. Section G analyzes the proposed scheme's performance for the multiple-connection case through examples. The paper concludes with Section 7.
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The principles and control mechanisms of the rate and credit schemes are detailed in [l] and [3] . Here, we focus on comparing them in terms of structures and performance and arguing for the need to integrate them.
The rate scheme regulates a connection's bandwidth by directly controlling its source cell-transmission rate according to network congestion information. Using Rate vs. Credit, and Interworking RM (Resource Management) cells and EFCI (Explicit Forward Congestion Indication) bit setting, the information feedback control loop spans the entire network in an end-to-end fashion. The rate scheme aims at providing a bandwidth guarantee to each VC, bounding end-to-end transmission delay, and achieving fair allocation of network resources. On the other hand, the credit scheme exercises direct control and feedback on the amount of space left in switch buffers, rather than the rate. Instead of exercising an end-to-end control algorithm, the credit scheme segments the control loop at each switch. The goal of credit scheme is to ensure lossless transmission with a given finite buffer capacity while maintaining high bandwidth and buffer utilization.
Depending on their different goals and structures, these two schemes each have their own advantages and disadvantages, which will be discussed below. Lossless transmission and buffer requirement: With the rate scheme, the buffer requirement is very large and increases with feedback delay, the number of active connections, and the initial rate [G-9] . This makes buffer design very difficult, because the exact values of the network delay of each connection and the number of active connections over a given link are not known a p r i o r i . As a result, one is forced to compromise between buffer size and loss ratio. In contrast, the credit scheme supports lossless transmission for any given finite buffer size. Bandwidth guarantee: By explicitly assigning a target bandwidth to each connection, the rate scheme is most suitable for bandwidth-guaranteed applications. The credit scheme, like other window-type flow-control schemes, does not provide any bandwidth guarantee to each connection since it does not directly regulate the transmission rate. End-to-end delay and delay variation: In the credit scheme, trying to always keep the buffer full may lead to larger end-to-end delays and delay variations. On the other hand, the rate scheme guarantees bandwidth for each VC and thus, each VC can receive guaranteed throughput. So, shaping traffic for each VC allows the end-to-end delay to be bounded. Network resource utilization: Using a hop-by-hop feedback protocol, the credit scheme tends to achieve very high network utilization even in the face of widelyvarying traffic loads, because buffered data can be sent whenever such an opportunity arises. But for the rate scheme, it is difficult to achieve high utilization of bandwidth due to large end-to-end delay. Moreover, if lossless or low-loss transmission is required, a very large buffer must be provided at each switch. This large buffer may be severely underutilized when only a small portion of VCs are active. By contrast, the credit scheme can ensure lossless transmission with a much smaller buffer while keeping it highly utilized.
Flow control is basically a resource management and control problem in a shared and distributed network environment. Network resources are composed of link bandwidth and buffer space. However, neither of the two schemes exerts direct control over both of these resources. Thus, an efficient flow-control scheme should apply direct control over both bandwidth and buffer resources.
The Proposed Scheme
Observing the complementary features of the rate and credit schemes, we propose an integrated flowcontrol scheme which combines their rnerits while overcoming their drawbacks.
Key Differences from Rate or Credit Scheme
The framework and RM cell format for the proposed scheme are illustrated in Figure 1 . Our scheme also uses the EFCI bit and RM cell to convey network congestion information. The EFCI bit is used for rate control and the backward RM cell is used for updating credit balance. Here the RM cell is redefined such that it contains both rate and credit control information. In particular, we added a new CU (Credit Update) field in the RM cell and use the BN (Backward Notification) bit to distinguish the RM cells generated either by the source or by intermediate switch nodes. Both rate and credit control are applied at all nodes using the redefined RM cells. Our scheme discriminates between two types of congestion: (1) bandwidth congestion, if queue length Q ( t ) > Q h , a threshold; (2) bzlfler congestion, if credit balance Cbal = 0. If a buffer congestion occurs at a switch, the switch sends a backward RM cell (with BN=1) back to the source for a quick release of buffer congestion. There are two rate control modes at the source corresponding to these two types of congestion: (i) if a bandwidth congestion occurs then the source rate is reduced exponentially from its current value; (ii) if a buffer congestion occurs then the source needs to: 0 cut down its current ACR (Allowed Cell Rate) to an appropriate smaller value R,, which is less than the bottleneck bandwidth p, but larger than its NICR (Minimum Cell Rate); 0 exponentially reduce the rate-increase parameter which is the second-order rate control. These enhanced features in structures and algorithms enable the proposed scheme to cope with the following practical problems that the other two schemes cannot handle. For given buffer capacity, our scheme adaptively adjusts rate-control Parameters such that the system can quickly converge to an optimal ratecontrol mode, which maximizes average throughput, guarantees lossless transmission, and lowers end-to-end delay. On the other hand, when an established ABR connection specifies its MCR, ICR (Initial Cell Rate) and the corresponding rate control parameters, the proposed scheme can provide information on the optimal buffer allocation for each connection to meet its performance specifications.
The Control Algorithms
The control a1 orithms are involved with the Source 
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21. 05-07) . When a data cell is received, its EFCI bit is saved and the local count is updated. When an RM cell is received, the RM cell's CI bit is set using the EFCI bit saved from the data cell last received. Finally, return the RM cell with the updated credit and congestion information to the upstream node.
B u f f erxongestion
System Model
An ATM network with ABR connections subject to the proposed flow-control scheme is a dynamic system. We model this system by using the first-order fluid approximation method [a, lo] , where R(t) and Q ( t ) represent source-rate function and bottleneck queue-length function respectively (see Figure 2 ). Due to its simplicity, effectiveness, and approximation accuracy (particularly for heavy traffic , the fluid modeling method has been effectively applie d to the analysis and evaluation of several common rate-based flow-control schemes [a, 6- In all previous analyses using the fluid model, the maximum queue length Qma+ is treated as a free parameter under the unrealistic assumption that buffer capacity is infinite [2, . In a real network, however, this assumption does not hold, and thus, the results based on this assumption are not applicable to the case of finite buffer capacity. By contrast, our model hinges on a finite buffer capacity C,,, , and the inequality Qmaz < C,,, is used as a constraint in finding the optimal rate-control function. We also assume the existence of only a single bottleneck with queue length Q ( t ) and a "persistent" source, which always has data cells to send, with ACR = R(t), for each VC. Such a data source model allows us to examine the proposed scheme under the most stressful condition.
System Description
The system with the proposed flow-control scheme is characterized by the following parameters (see Figure The additive increase and the multiplicative decrease of rate control during the n-th rate-update interval are expressed as:
System State Equations
The system state is specified by two state variables:
R(t) and Q ( t ) .
According to the proposed control algorithms, the system state equations for a VC containing a single bottleneck are given by the following equations, depending on whether rate or credit control is in operation.
Rate-control: For Cbal > 0 (no-buffer congestion)
Q(t) = S t [ R ( a -Tb) -p ] d a -&(to). t o
where the rate "additive increase" and rate "multiplicative decrease" are modeled by "linear increase" and "exponential decrease", respectively, in a continuous domain [2] . Credit-control: If Cbal = 0 (buffer congestion)
R ( t ) = R,, (R,? MCR)
where R, is the cut-down rate set by SES when it receives a (BN=l) RM cell.
Analysis of a Single A B R Connection
The system dynamics could be in either equilibrium or transient state, which are treated below separately.
Equilibrium State Analysis
The equilibrium state is defined as the state in which the source-rate function R(t) and the bottleneck queuelength function Q ( t ) have already converged to a certain regime and oscillate with constant amplitude and frequency. The use of credit control yields three different patterns for flow-controlled rate and queue-length functions, depending on the range of the flow-control parameters. Pattern I: < > Q,,,. Since < > Q,,,, no buffer congestion occurs. The rate-control mechanism governs the system dynamics (see Figure 3 ) . Let 
The rate control in Pattern I1 is further divided into three cases because they need different analytical treatments. For convenience of presentation, we introduce a parameter T,, the time for &(t) to increase from 0 to E. The system dynamics belong to one of these three cases, depending on the range T, falls in. 
Numerical Evaluation of Equilibrium-
We set the bottleneck link bandwidth p = 155 Mbps and we assume Tb = Tj = 1 ms and hence, r = Tb + TJ = 2 ms. Also, we use A = 0 . 5~ = 1 ms, Q h = 50 cells, Q I = 25 cells, and the initial source rate Ro = .
To balance the increase and decrease speeds of RJ) and ensure that the average of the offered traffic load does not grow beyond the bottleneck bandwidth, we set aA/(l-P) = p [lo] throughout the rest of the paper. In the following we present some of the numerical results we obtained to evaluate system performance and the more complete and detailed results can be found in [la] . Performance Analysis for Pattern I, 11, and 111:
As expected, Figure 4 shows Qmax increases monotonically with a and T . Q m a x also increases roughly linearly with a 2 n d Qma, increases faster for a larger 7 . In Figure 5 , R is found to decrease monotonically as cy and r increase, and to decrease faster for a larger 7 . In general, a large r has a negative effect on equilibrium-state performance, which is consistent with feedback system analysis. A small a is desired for equilibrium-state performance in terms of the maximum queue length and average throughput. In Figure 6 , R is found to m o n k tonically increase as < increases, but for a given <, R decreases as a grows.
Performance Comparison among ThLee Control
Patterns: In Figure 7 , the normalized R's are plotted against a with different values of <, corresponding to different control patterns. We have made the following observations. For any given a , the equilibrium state governed by Pattern I represents the optimal equilibrium state in terms of average throughput, queuing delay, and delay variation. Thus, we define control Pattern I as the optimal control pattern/state. For a given (, a monotonically decreases as a increases for all three patterns. R of Pattern I1 and I11 with a smaller < decays faster a s s increases. For any given a , increasing E can improve R, but when < 2 Qmax, R cannot be improved -any further by increasing c. So, the average throughput R is upper bounded by curve < 2 Qmaz, thus providing information on optimal buffer allocation to a VC for different a's. The larger a , the more sensitive to ( the average throughput R is. In general, a smaller a leads to better equilibrium-state performance.
Since QmaX is proportional to a , we can adjust a to an appropriate smaller value such that Q(t)'s fluctuation is bounded by < and then the system operates in the optimal equilibrium state (under control Pattern I). But a should not be too small since a small a degrades transient-state performance.
. 3 Transient-State Rate Control and Performance Analysis Transient State and Its Rate-Control Algorithm:
The transient state is defined as a state between any initial state and an optimal equilibrium state. The goal of our control algorithm is to drive the system from any initial state into the optimal equilibrium state as quickly as possible while maintaining a high throughput. Since rate increase or decrease can only make R(t) fluctuate around the designated bandwidth, but cannot adjust the rate-fluctuation amplitude that determines Qmax, we need a higher-order rate control which directly adjusts the rate parameter a (i.e., 9) ( p is also adjusted by setting a A / ( l -p) = p ) to reduce the rate-oscillation amplitude. There are other reasons necessitating the dynamic adjustment of a. In a real network, the round-trip delay T varies with time. Thus keeping Qmax at a given level requires a to vary with time. In this paper, however, we only consider how to QmaX > E , R(t) restarts rate-increase from R, with a smaller increase rate of ae-" instead of a.
The detailed descriptions of control patterns and derivations of their corresponding analytical expressions are available in [12] . Here we only present some numerical results on the transient-state performance. The network condition remains the same as in Section 5.2. But we use Ro = 4p and X = log 2' here. In Figure 8 -9, we observe that for a given < a larger a not only results in a higher transient-state average throughput, but also a shorter transient-cycle length. Notice that this observation is the opposite of what we observed in the equilibrium state where a small a leads to a high throughput. These observations suggest that our SES algorithm start sending data with a larger initial ratecontrol parameter ao, but make a smaller as system 'This implies a; = icxi-1, just a left-shift operation which is easy to implement. But X can take any other positive number. At the bottleneck switch, the total buffer capacity l is statically allocated to N existing VCs, each with a buffer share proportional to its MCR. J ( 5 N) active VCs dynamically share the bottleneck link bandwidth p , each VC being served in a rate proportional to its MCR. To make the analysis tractable, we ignore the scheduling time at the switch, and also consider the assigned bandwidth share as the target bandwidth share (instead of the realized bandwidth), which slightly under-estimates the throughput, but still reflects the system dynamic behavior. Then, all the expressions derived in Section 5 can be applied to the multipleconnection case with the target bandwidth and buffer capacity substituted by their shares. Next, we present two examples. For the rate scheme, the 4 VCs share a common FIFO output queue Q ( t ) at the bottleneck link. Using the equations derived for Pattern I (describing rate scheme), we obtain the evolutions of R(t) = 4R,(t) and Q(t), as shown in Figure 10 As shown in Figure 10 , R(t) experiences just one cycle of transient state with a t ) = 11.45 cells/ms2 and then enters the equilibrium with a?) = 5.725 cells/ms2 (A = log 2). In the transient state, Q ( t ) is bounded by buffer size E = 500 without any cell-loss due to buffer overflow, and QmaZ = 356 cells in equilibrium state. The resulting equilibrium-state average throughput is 336.7 cells/ms (i.e., R / p = 0.92), which is higher than that of the rate-based scheme.
This example shows that the proposed scheme requires a much smaller (nearly 5 times less) buffer size to guarantee lossless transmissions and achieves higher average throughput than the rate-based scheme. This example shows that the proposed scheme can provide a bandwidth guarantee to each VC and achieve a fair bandwidth share among competing connections according to their MCRs. As previously discussed, a bandwidth guarantee is hard to achieve by the credit scheme, as it does not explicitly control transmission rate. These two examples also show that under the proposed scheme R(t) and Q(t) can rapidly converge to the optimal operating regime (within two cycles of the transient state). cel I s, then the scheduler at the switch assigns p1 to 
Conclusions
In this paper, we proposed and evaluated an integrated credit-and rate-based flow-control scheme. The proposed scheme combines the merits and overcomes the weakness of the two schemes by exercising direct control over both bandwidth and buffer resources. Unlike the previous flow-control schemes and analyses, we included the buffer capacity as an important constraint in the design and analysis of the proposed scheme. From the analyses, we identified the optimal control pattern and developed a 2-dimensional rate-control scheme to drive the system to the optimal control pattern. Through examples, it is shown that our existing schemes in terms lossless transmission), avguarantees, fairness, and network utilization. The simulation results have verified the analytical results for the single-connection case. We are currently extending the simulator to the multipleconnection case.
